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o. Introduction~ Summary 
The purpose of the present paper is to present a unified treatment 
of the problem of estimation and hypothesis testing in linear regression analy-
sis. In sections 2 and 3 below, we consider the estimation of regression 
coefficients subject to a set of linear restrictions, according to the 
Markov criterion of best linear unbiasedness and the least squares criterion, 
respectively. In section 4 we consider the testing of a set of linear 
restrictions on the coefficients of a regression equation. In section 5 
we take up the general linear hypothesis, that is, the testing of one 
set of linear restrictions subject to another set being true. 
In the course of the treatment of the above problems, idempotent 
matrices play a natural and central role; accordingly, section 1 is 
devoted to the derivation of the principal theorems. Since idempotent 
transformations may be viewed geometrically as projections in linear 
spaces, secti.on 6 is devoted to the geometric interpretation of the 
results. The importance of idempotent matrices in these problems was 
recognized by Aitken (2,3], Craig [9], Stone (27], and more recently by 
1. Presented at the Indianapolis meetings of the Biometric Society 
and the .American Association for the Advancement of Science, December 28, 
1957; an abstract appears in Biometrics 14 (1958), 290-291. R6:search. 
was conducted under Contract Nonr 2582(00), Task NR 042-200 of the 
Office of Naval. Research. 
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Graybill and Marsaglia (14]; however they limited themselves to the cases 
" in which the matrices were symmetric as well as idempotent. In section 1, 
unless explicitly noted to the contrary, the theorems are true for 
idempotent matrices that need not be symmetric. 
The problems of estimation of regression coeff.icients subject to 
a set of linear restrictions, as well as that of testing a set of linear 
restrictions, were considered by Wilks (31] by means of a transformation 
of variables. The formulation presented in section 3 permits computation 
of the estimates directly from the ordinary (unrestricted) least-squares 
estimates, thus saving considerable computational work. The same is true 
for the problem of hypothesis testing dealt with in sections 4 and 5. 
The results presented here are, of course, simply a generalization of the 
analysis of variance and covariance; problems in this general form arise 
frequently in econometrics [27, 19]. 
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1. Some properties of idempotent matrices. 
An n X n matrix A is said to be idempotent if A2 = A, and symmetric 
if A' = A, where ' denotes transposition. The trace of A, denoted tr A, 
is the sum of the diagonal elements aii of A. The _!th-order trace of A, 
is the sum of all kth-order principal minors of A. The ~ of A is de-
noted rk A. The identity matrix of order n is denoted I or In; the_identity 
matrix of order r < n is denoted Ir• The zero matrix is denoted o. The 
symbol ,v is used to denote "is distributed as". x ,,.,, N( i,I:) means that the 
n X 1 vector x has the multivariate normal distribution with mean vector t 
and covariance matrix E. Q"' cf-,c,2(r,A) means that Q is distributed as tt2 
times a variable distributed as chi-square with r degrees of freedom and 
noncentraJ.ity parameter A• If A= owe write Q,., a2x2(r). 
Many of the theorems stated below are well known for the case of 
synnnetric idempotent matrices"!- The proofs of Theorems 1.3 and 1.5 are 
considerably simpler in that case. We do not assume symmetry, except for 
the case of Craig's theorem (Theorem 1.7) and its generalization. Thus 
we present a general form of Cochran's theorem (Theorem 1.9) in which the 
symetry property is not required. 
Theorem 1.1. Let A, B be n X n idempotent ma.trices. Then A+ B 
is idempotent if and only if AB = BA = o. 
Proof. The sufficiency is obvious. The necessity follows from the 
fact that AB+ BA= o, so premultiplication and postmultiplication by A 
· gives AB+ ABA a O = ABA + BA whence AB = BA = o. A straightforward 
general.ization is contained in the 
Corollary. Let A_i, A'2' ••• , ~ be n x n idempotent ma.trices. Then 
k 
t A 1 is idempotent if and only if A1 Aj = O for 1 /: j. i•l 
,.. 
Cf Gn:;/,1// ti!IYtl l1<¥n-o11ta Q-.yJ;. 
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Theorem 1. 2. Let A, B be n X n idempotent matrices. Then A - B is 
idempotent if and only if AB m AB a:: B. 
Proof. The sufficiency is obvious. To show the necessity, let 
C = A - B. Then A a B + C and if C is idempotent then from Theorem 1.1, 
BC =BA• B = 0 and CB c: AB - B = 0 so AB = BA = B. 
Lemma. 1.1. Let A be an n X n matrix of rank r. Then A may be ex-
pressed as A= CB where c, Bare n X rand r x n matrices, both of rank r. 
Proof. Let the n x n matrix A have rank r, and let B be an r x n 
matrix of rank r. Then B is a basis for A, and any row ai of A may be 
expressed as a linear combination a1 = ciB where c1 is a l x r vector. Let 
C be then x r matrix 'Whose rows are such c1; then A= CB and Chas rank r. 
Theorem 1.3. The tro.ce of an idempotent matrix is equal to its rank. 
Proof. Let A be an n x n idempotent matrix of rank r, From Lemma 1. 1, 
A2 = CBCB = CB = A so BCBCBC = BCBC, i.e., (BC) 3 = (BC) 2, where B, C' are 
r x n matrices of rank r. Since C(BC)B = CB and CB = A has rank r, 
rk (BC)~ rk (CB)= r. But BC is r x r so rk (BC)= r, so multiplying the 
equation (Bc) 3 = (BC) 2 through by (Bc)·2 we have BC = Ir• Now for any 
r x n matrices B, C', it is easily seen that tr (BC)= tr (CB), and so 
tr A= tr (CB)= tr (BC)= tr Ir= r ~ rk A. 
Applying this theorem to Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, and observing that 
for any n x n matrices A, B we have tr (A+ B) = tr A+ tr B and tr (A - B) a 
tr A - tr B, we immediately have 
Theorem 1.4. Let A, B be n x n idempotent matrices. Then if AB = 
BA = O it follows that rk (A+ B) = rk A+ rk B, and if AB = BA = B it 
follows that rk (A - B) = rk A - rk B. 
Corollary 1. Let A, B be n x n idempotent matrices of ranks rand 
n - r respectively, such that AB= BA= O; then A= I - B. 
4 
Corollary 2. Let A, B be n x n idempotent matrices both of ra.nk r, 
•' such that AB = BA = B; theu A= B·. 
~ We now generaJ.ize Theorem 1.3. 
"'· 
• 
Theorem 1.5. Let A be an n x n idempotent matrix of rank r, and 
n n' ~ = trk A be the kth-order trace of A1 i.e., the sum of the ( k )-k!(n:k)! 
kth-order principal minors of A. Then 8it = ( ~ ) for k ~ r and 8it = 0 
otherwise, 
Proof. The theorem will follow f~om the fact that the characteristic 
roots of' A are all O or 1. For any characteristic root l of' A, let x be 
the corresponding charactertstic vector. Then Ax= lx and A2x = i 2x, 
so lx a Ax = A2x o i 2x, consequently A = 0 or l. Since this is true for 
all characteristic roots it follows that A has only O and 1 as characteristic 
roots .. 
Now if r = n then A = In so the theorem is certainly true; likewise 
if r = O and A= o. So let O < r < n. The characteristic equation of 
A is 
n 
f( ') \: ( ) i n-i A = L -l a1l = o. 
1=0 
Since r < n, n - r of the characteristic roots li are zero. Now it is 
well known {cf. [ 11 p. 88])" that 
1,e., 8It is the sum of the p:-oducts of l 1 taken k at a time. Since li = l 
for all non zero li, and there are ( ~ ) such terms l 1 li . . . l 1 in l 2 k 
the above summation., it follows that 81t = ( ~ ) , proving the theorem. 
We now generalize Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 1,4. 
,,. 
C 
k 
Theorem 1.6. Let A = I: Ai be an n x n matrix of rank r, where A1 :i;:l 
are n x n of rank r .• Consider the following four conditions: 
l. 
Then 
1) A2 = A. 
2) Ai = Ai for all i. 
3) AiAj = 0 for i ~ j. 
k 
4) I: r1 = r. i=l 
a) 1) and 4) imply 2) and 3} 
b) 2) and 3) imply l} and 4) 
c) 1) and 2) imply 3) and 4) 
Proof, From Lemma 1.1 there exist ri X n matrices Bi and Ci' of 
ranks ri such that Ai = CiBi, for aJ.l i. We define the n x I:ri matrices 
••• 
••• 
Then 
B '] k 
ck] • 
Since A has rank r, Band C have rank~ r, 
a) Let 1) and 4) hold. Since A is idempotent, CBCB = CB, so 
BCBCBC = BCBC, i.e., (BC) 3 = (BC) 2, where BC is I:ri X I:r1 • Since CB has 
rank r and C(BC)B = CB, BC must have rank ;t; r. From condition 4), I:ri = r 
so BC is nonsingular and idempotent, hence BC = Ir• It follows that 
B1C1 = Iri and B1Cj = 0 for i ~ j, so Ai= c1B1C1B1 = C1B1 = A11 and 
A1Aj = c1BiCjBj = O for i I j 1 hence 2) and 3) hold. 
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b) Let 2) and 3) hold. Then A~ = c1BiCiBi = CiBi = Ai, and (BiCi) 3 = 
(B1Ci)
2 
where B1c1 is r 1 X ri. Since C1(B1C1)Bi=C1B1, rk (B1c1)~rk (C1B1)=r1, 
-V 
,.. 
• 
• but B1Ci is ri X ri so rk (Bic1) = ri. Thus BiCi is nonsingular and 
idempotent, so B1c1 = Iri. It follows that BC = Ir so A
2 
= CBCB = CB = A, 
therefore 1) holds. It remains to show that 4) holds. This follows from 
6 
c) Let 1) and 2) hold. Then 3) holds from the Corollary to Theorem 1.1. 
k 
Since A= ~ A1 and A, Ai are idempotent, from Theorem 1.3 we haver= rk A 1=1 
k k k 
= tr A = ~ tr Ai = E rk A1 = E r k and 4) holds. 1=1 i=l i=l 
Theorem 1.7 (Craig's theorem2). Let then x 1 column vector x be 
distributed as N( E, a2I) and let A be an n X n symmetric matrix. Then the 
quadratic f'orm Q = x 'Ax is distributed as cr2,c.2( r I A), where A = 12 i 'Al, 
2a 
if and only if A is idempotent of rank r. 
Proof. Since A is symmetric there exists an orthogonal. matrix P, with 
P'P = I, such that PAP' = A where A is a diagonal. matrix whose diagonal 
elements Ai are the characteristic roots of A. 
The sufficiency follows from purely al.gebraic considerations. If A 
is idempotent then 11.2 = PAP'PAP' = PAP' = A so A is al.so idempotent and of 
rank r, so contains (cf. Theorem 1.5) r l's and n - r O's on the diagonal. 
Writing z = Px, we have Q = x 'Ax = z 'PAP' z = z 'Az; ·w:L thout loss of general.! ty 
we may write Q = ~ zf. Since x,., N(t,a2x), then z,., (t,a2:r) where t • Pi, 
1=1 
It follows from the definition of the noncentral. x2 distribution (ct. Tang 
[28, p. 138]) that Q"- a2x2(r,A) where A= 12 E~i = 
1
2 ~·A~= 
1
2 l'At. 
· 2a 2a 2a 
n 
To show the necessity we note that Q = z'.llz = E AiZi has a distri-
:L=l 
2. ct. Craig [9]. 
i-
-V 
bution with characteristic function 
cp(t) = aeitQ) = e(eitjt>..l~) = ft {eit>..l!> 
j~ 
fi ~- -½ -µj + µj(l - 2ita2,..j)-l = (l - 21 taA.j) e j=l 
which by hypothesis is the characteristic function of a2x2{r,>..), i.e. 
2 -r/2 ->.. + >..(l - 2ita
2} •1 
cp( t) = ( l - 2i ta ) e • 
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By the uniqueness theorem for characteristic functions {cf. Cramer [ll, p.93]) 
n 
it follows that >..j = 1 for j = 1,2, ••• ,r and O otherwise, and 1--. = t·-µ3, i.e., J=l 
A is idempotent. 
It may be remarked that since we may always write x'Ax = x'Bx where B 
is nonsymmetric and A= ½(B + B') is symmetric, if A is idempotent B need not 
be idempotent. Couversely if B is nonsymmetric and idempotent, then A2 = 
¼(B + B' + BB' + B'B) {= A. Since every matrix B can be written as the sum of 
a symmetric matrix A and a skew symmetric matrix c, where A'= A and C' = -c, 
since B2 = B a small algebraic computation shows that A2 = A if and only if 
C = o, which is impossible since B' {= B. Here we can take A= ½(B + B'), C = 
½(B - B'). 
Lemma 1.2. Let n be a positive definite symmetric matrix. Then there 
exists a positive definite matrix T (called the square root of n) such that 
it l. 
T = n, and we denote T= n2 • 
Proof. From the syr.mietry of n, there is an orthogonal transformation 
P such that P'SlP = A, where A is a diagonal matrix whose elements are real 
.!. 
and positive{from the symmetry and positive definiteness of n); thus 1--.12 , 
and so A½, exists. Denoting T= PA½P, we ho.ve T2 = PA½P'PA½P' = PAP' = n. 
Craig's theorem is now generalized as follows(c.f Cl'l l'·IPP'¥,l): 
Theorem 1.8 Let x be distributed as N(t,a2n) where n is a symmetric 
positive definite n x n matrix, and let A be a symmetric n x n matrix. Then 
.· 
8 
. . 
Q = x'Ax is distributed a.a a2x2(r,>-), where>,.= 
2
~ i'M, it and only it 
AA is idempotent of rank r. 
l. l. 0 _l. 0 0 .!. • 
Proof. From Lemma 1.2, n2 and n·2 exist. Let x = n 2x,ex = ~ = i1 2 t., 
J. l. 
and let A = n2An2 • Then 
0 0 0 0 .!. l. l, ~ 1 -~-e (x - ~)(x' • !; ') = en· 2 cx - &)(x• • t •)n· 2 = n·2a-nn·2 = a-r 
0 0 2 0 -o O ½ ~ 0 tt0 -t so that x"" -N(s,a I). Now Q = x'Ax = x'Ax = x•n Afl-x = x'ax, where .a 
is symmetric since A is. From Theorem 1.7 it follows that Q"' a2x2(r,>-), 
. . . 
where 1'. = ~2 i•lf = 12 l'Ag., if and only if 12 = 11 1. e., if e.nd only l. 20 J. l. J.20 
if 12 = n2A!Wl2 = n2An2 == 1. P1ie:nultiplying and postmultiply:l.ng the latter 
1 1 ' 
equation by n·2 a,µd n2 respectively we obtain A.fl.AA = M21 1eeo1 M2 is 
idempotent; thus A is idempotent if and only if An is idempotent. Since n 
is positive definite( he.nee nonsingular )1 rk (AA) = rk A= r, completing 
tlie probf, 
I 
Corollary. Iet x "'N(s,a2n) as above, and let y = ex and Ey = µ = ct., 
where C is an n x n idempotent matrix of rank r such that en is symmetric. 
Then y•n·1y = x•n·1ex and y•n·1y ,v a2x2(r1 1'.) 1 where 1'. = 1 0 µ•n·1µ. 
· 2a~ 
-1 -1 -1 Proof. y'O y = x•c•a Ox., where C'O C is symmetric, so from 
' . 
Theorem 1.81 yr.n·
1y"' a2x2(r1 A1 )where 1'. = 12 i •c•ri-
1ci = 12 µ•n·
1µ, if and 
. -1 20 20 I 
only if c•n co is idempotent of rank r. It is certainly of rank r, since n 
is positive definite• Since c2 = C and CO = !20 11 it follows that CI o·
1cn 
= c•n·1nc• = c• 2 = C1 so csn·1cn is idempotento Since CO= no•, n·1c = c•n·l so 
e•n·1c = n·1cc = n·1c, therefore y•o·1y = x•c•n·1cx = x•n·1cx. 
For later use vre remark that the matrices A and C of Theorem 1.8 and 
its corollary are related by A= n·1c and AO= c•. In section 4 and 5 
below we shall be concerned with matrices of the form c, such as the 
matrix D = x(x•n-1x)-1x•n·1 where Xis n X k of rank k. Corresponding to 
the matrices A and Mare the matrices n·1x(x•n-1x)·1x•n·1(which is 
symmetric but not idempotent) and n·1x(x•n-1x)-1x• = D' (which is 
idempotent but not symmetric). 
# 
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Theorem 1.9 (Cochran's theorem 3). Let the n X 1 vector x be distributed 
. . . . . 
as N(£1 a2o), and let Q = x'Ax, ~ = x'Aix, where A1 Ai are n x n symmetric 
. . k .. 
matrices of ranks r1 r 1, and where Q = E ~. If Q is distributed as a
2x2(r,A) 1 
. i=l 
where>-.= 12 £'As, then a necessary and sufficient condition that the~ 2a · · · 
be independently distributed as a2,c2( r 1' Ai) 1 where >-1 = 12 t I Ai~, is that 
k . · 2a 
(i) r = E. ·r1 or (ii) A1n a.re idempotent for i = 1,2, ... ,k. 1=1 .. 
Proof. Since Q"' o2x2(r1 >-.) 1 from Theorem 1.8 M is idempotent. Since 
k k . k 
Q = t ~ it follows that A = I: ~ 1 so AA a E Aj_ O. From the poei ti\e d.Cllteaess c£ t, 
i=l icl 1=1 · 
rk (AA)= rk A= rand rk_ (A1n) = rk J\ = ri. From Theorem 1.6, since 
condition l) holds for AA, conditions 4) and 2) are equival.ent from a) and c) 
of Theorem 1,8; these are coditions (i) and (ii) stated above. Both of 
these imply condition 3) that A1nA 0:: 0 for 1 ~ J, which (because of t~e 
normality of x) imply the independence o~ ~. and Q3• From Theorem 1.8, 
2 2 2 (A1n) = ~n if and only if ~"'a x (r1,>-.1), which proves the theorem. 
3, Cf. Cochran [8]. 
, 
; 
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2. Markov estimates subject to linear restrictions 
In this section we summarise and generaJ.ize some well-known theorems 
of Gauss, Markov., and Aitken [ 2l, which have been developed by Plackett [ 231, 
C.R. Rao[ 24, 25), and Dwyer (13] • 
Lemma 2.1 (Aitken I s Lemma) • Let A be an r X n matrix, X a fixed n X k 
matrix of rank k, and y a. fixed r X k matrix. Then the diagonal elements 
of AA' reach their simultaneous minima subject to AX = I when 
(2.1) A= Y(X'X)-1x•. 
Proof .. We form the La.gra.ngean expression 
L = AA 1 - 2(AX - !) A 
where A is a k X r undetermined matrix. Then 
dL = A.a.A + dA.A t - 2dA.X A 
Since A.dA' = {a.A.A')', the first-order condition for a minimum is 
diag(dL) = diag(2dA[A1 - XA]) = o. 
The second-order condition dA.dA' > 0 is clearly satisfied. Since dA is 
arbitrary it follows that A' - XA = o., hence 
(2.2) A=A'X'. 
By lcy:pothesis., AX = A 'X'X = Y., and since X is of rank k, 
(2,3) A•= Y(X'X)-l 
hence (2.1) follows from (2.2) and (2.3). 
Definition 2.1. Let a be an r X l vector of parameters to be 
estimated, a.nd y an n x l vector of observations. A function a= f(y) is 
called a best linear unbiased estimator of a if 
1) a c Ay + C 
2) ea= a 
2 3) E(ai - °:f.) is a minimum for 1 c 1,2, ••• ,n. 
;. 
Theorem 2.1. Let y be a random n X l vector such that 
1) gy = XP 
2) e(y - x~)(y - Xf3)' = a2n 
where 
a,) Xis a fixed and unlmown n x k matrix of rank k• 
b) f3 is a fixed and unknown k x 1 vector. 
c) n is a fixed and known n X n symmetric ~ositive definite matrix. 
d) o2 is a fixed and unknown scalar. 
Let Y be a fixed and known r X k matrix. Then the best linear unbiased 
estimator of 
(2.4) a= If:, 
is given by 
(2.5) a= I{x10·1x)·1x1n·1y. 
Proof. Since a is a linear estimator it may be written 
(2.6) 8 = Ay + c. 
Since a is an unbiased estimate of a, (2.6) and condition 1) give 
ea = AXf3 + c = a = f f3 for all f3 
hence 
c=O 
(2.7) 
AX= y • 
11 
If y. = X this becomes AX = x, hence A(.AX) a AX so A is 6ll n X n idempotent matr.lx 
Defining e = y - ~ we have 
a - a = Ay - AXf3 = A&1 
so the minimum variance condition requires that the diagonal elements of 
(2.8) e (a. - a)(a. - a)' = e:Ae&'A' = A(Ese')A' = a2ADA• 
be a minimum (using condition 2)). From condition c) it follows, using 
Lemma 1. 21 that we may define 
l R = p,n2 
1 i = if2x. 
12 
Then from (2.9) and the second equation of (2. 7) we have 
(2.10) 
and from (2.8), (2.9) and condition d)., we must minimize the diagonaJ. terms of 
/ 
(2.11) AGA' = RR• 
subject to (2.10). Applying Aitken's Lemma we obtain 
.!. o .o .c l.o 1 .!. L_ .!. Afl2 =A= Y(x'x)·-x:r = Y(X 1n·2n· 2x)·-x•st 2 
so that postmultiplication by n·½ gives 
(2.12) A = y(x•st1x)·1x•n•l a YB 
(defining B) whence (2.5) follows from (2.6) and the first equation of (2.7). 
Definition 2.2. Let y be a.n n X 1 observetion vector of random variables 
such that f,y = X(3 and e(y - Xf3) (y-Xf3)' = '1-n, where X is a known n x k matrix 
of rank k, n a known n X n symmetric positive definite matrix of rank n, (3 
an unknown k X l vector of parameters, and a2 an unknown scalar. Let e = 
-1 y - Xf3• Then that value b of (3 for which the quadratic form .Q =· s •n e is 
minimized for given y is called the generalized least squares estimate of 
13• The vaJ.ue of t3 which minimizes e'e is called the (simple) least squares 
estimate of !3• 
Theorem 2.2. Let y, x, 13, e be as defined in Definition 2.2. Then the 
generalized least squares estimate of~ is 
(2.13) b = (x 1n·1x)·1xrn·1y = By. 
Proof. To minimize Q we set its first differential equal to zero: 
dQ = d(y' - !3'X')0-1(y - Xf3) 
= - y•,i-1x.d.f3 - dl3' oX•n·1, + (3 •x?ct1xodf3 + dt3 I .x•n·lw 
= 2df3'[X'n·1xt, - xrn·1y] = o. 
Since df3' is arbitrary the term in brackets must vanish, giving the 
"normaJ. equations" 
x•n·1Xf3 = x•n·1y. 
Since Xis of rank k the required vaJ.ue of t3 is given by (2.13). Since n 
0 _.!. 0 0 is positive definite, from Lemma 1.2 we may write e = n 2 e, so Q = e' e>O 
• 
13 
~ hence Q has no. maximum. Thus (2.13) gives the value of '3 for which Q 1s 
Theorem 2.3. let the conditions of Theorem 2.1 hold, and let , 0 ,m:u11 , 1 a 
be kn~ matrices of order r 0 x k and r1 x k respectively, the first being of 
rank r O' and let °o be a, known r O x 1 vector. Then the best linear unbiased 
estimator of 
(2.1,4) 
satisfying the constraint 
(2.15) 
is given by 
(2,16) 8i = [Y1 - Kr0] (x•n-1x)·1x•n·
1y + Ka0 
where 
(2.17) 
Proof. From the linearity we must have 
(2.18) 
and from the ,mbiasedness we require the following equation 
(2.19) 
be satisfied for all ~ such that i cf' = a0• This may be expressed by the 
equation 
(2.20) 
where K is an r1 x r 0 undetermined matrix of full raDk. Collecting terms, 
(2.20) becomes 
(2.21) [AX - ~ l + Kfol'3= - C ~ ;Jtao 
identically in ~, whence 
(2.22) 
C = Ka0 
AX c Y l - K'c,• 
If 'f 1 = X this becomes Ax = X - K;oi since ( 2, 22) must hold for any 'f 0 
including the empty matrix -r O = '/J, we 1.love AAX = AX so A is an n X n 
idempotent matrix. We now form the expression 
-. 
• 
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L = AAA' - 2[AX - fl + Kf0]A - 2( c • Kao] l' 
where A and l' are k X r1 and 1 X r1 ma.trices of Lagrangean mul.tipliers. The 
diagonal elements of the firet differential of Lare given by 
(2.24) diag(d.L) = diag (2dA[OA' - XA] - 2dc.l' - 2dK[Yo~ - KaaA'l }. 
Since dA1 dc1 and dK are arbitrary, this leads to 
OA' - XA = 0 
l' = 0 
Y0 • Ku01• = , 0 A= o. 
Since n is positive definite the second-order condition diag(d2L) = 2dAndA' = 
.! .! 
2dAncbce.A1 > O is satisfied. From the first equation of (2.25) and the 
nonsingula.rity of n we have 
From (2.26) and the second equation of (2.22) we hnve. 
(2.27) A •x 1n·1x = , 1 - KY0 
and since Xis of rank k this gives 
Thus we have 
(2.29) 
which1 together with the first equation of (2.22), establishes (2.16). It 
remains to evaluate K. 
Now postmultiply:t.ng (2.27) by (x•rt1x)-\0 ' and using the third equation 
of (2,25) we obtain 
(2.30) KT (x•n-1x)-¾- , = , (x•n-1x)·1r 1 0 0. 1 0 
and since Y0 is of rank r 0, {2.17) follows. 
we may finally note that~ defining o0 = (x11,-1x)-¾-0•t,0(x•o'"1x)·¾-011·1~ 
we have K = , 1o0 and {2.28) may be wr7tten 
(2.31) A' = , 1c1 - o0,0](x•,r1x)·1, 
where o0, 0 is idempotent of rank r 0 and I - G0Y0 is idempotent of rank n - r 0• 
If 'fl = X then the matrix A = X[I - G0Y0](x•,r1x)•1x•n·l is idempotent of 
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3. Least squares estimates subject to linear restrictions. 
The ma.in result of this section is given by the following 
Theorem 3.1 Let y be an n x l column vector of random variables such that 
(3.1) 
where X is an n x k matrix ( of rank k) of known fixed variates, f3 is a k x 1 
vector of unlmown parameters, and e is an n X 1 vector ot random variables with 
ee = o and Eis• = a2n where n is a known positive definite symmetric matrix 
and a2 an unknown positive scalar. Furthermore let 
(3,2) 113 = a 
where Y is a knmm r X k matrix of rank k1 and a is a known r x 1 vector. Then 
the generalized least squares estimate of f3 subject to (3.2) is given by 
(3.3) ; = b - (x•n·¾c)•ly 1 [Y(X'0-1x)•\- •]91 (Yb • a) 
where bis the unrestricted generalized least.squares estimate of f3 given by 
(3.4) b = (x•n-1x)·1x 1n·1y. 
Proof, Since! is of rank r, it is possible to find an 1 x k matrix 7, 
where 1 = k - r., such that the matrix 
(3.5) T' = [1'1 I'] 
is nonsinguJ.ar.4 We adopt the notation 
(3 .6) T•l = (cp G] 
for a partition of T-l into its first 1 and la.st r columns,5 
N 4. The matrix F is, of course, not unique, A unique represen1ia,tiox.i may be, 
obtained from the following lexicographic criterion. Let i'tt= [8k1, sk2, ••• akl], 
where 5ki is a k th - of(ler.column vector w.Lth 111;1 the kith place and zeros 
elsewhere. Let tt = [ Iti, k2' ••• k1] be a row veci;or, lexicographically 
ordered by the definition tt >L tt* if and only if I for all j such that 
"k j ~ k j * there exis"ts an i < j such tho.t k1 > k1 *. Then we choose F K such 
that K is a maximum. 
5. Compare Koopmans, Rubin and Leipnik [19, P• 160] • 'f and i correspond 
to what they call the restriction ootrix and the basic matrix respectively,._ 
0 
-9 
.; 
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-.Then 
cJJ = 1-1i -1 
~l ··;1 (3.7) ~-l = [;] Ct 1cl I = 
'Yi ill! 0 Ir'. ._ _, 
'---
and 
(3.8) T•J..r ::s [i G) [ F-l· = tF + G! a L + R = Ik 
' . From (3.7) it is easily seen~ at the matrins L = t'I and W = GY ot (3.8) a.re 
idempotent ot ranks 1 and r respectively, and orthogonal complements; i.e., 
. . 
t2 = t, it2 = if, and tR = Rt = o. 
Now we define the transtorme.tions6 
(3.10) 
; a T/3 = -"3 - = r-13*7 
y~ a I 
x = XT-1 : c~; io1 ~ 
Then f3 may be wr1 tten 
(3.11) 
and (3.1) becomes 
(3.12) 
Defining 
(3.13) 
(3,l.4) 
y = ~ + e = Df3* + xcla + e. 
N 
Y*=Y•XGa 
X* = Xi 
we may replace (3.12) by 
(3.15) Y* = X*f3* + e • 
Since (3.15) incorporates the restrictions (3o2) 1 we seek the generalized 
least squares estimate of f:3* in (3.15) which is 
(3.16) b* = (X* 1sr1x*)-1x* 1.a·1Y* = F(b - C-a) 
where use is made of {3.13), (3,14) 1 and (3.4), and where 
(3.17) F = (X* 1n·1x*}-1x* 10·1x = (t•x•n·1xt)-1t•x•.a·1x. 
6. Compare Wilks [ 31, PP• 166-175]. 
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This matrix Fis known as the "alias matrix11; 7 it also plays a central pa.rt in 
linear aggregation analysis in econometrics (ct. Theil [29,30]). 
Now in order to obtain the desired estimator of ~, we substitute in (3.11) · 
the estimate b* given by (3.16) for~*, obtaining 
(3.18) ; = ib* + Ga= L(b - G~) +Ga= Lb + Roam b • R(b - Ga) 
where we define 
(3.19) L = iF =I• R, 
A ~ (3.18) expresses~ in terms of the undetermined ma.trices i and G1 whereas 
A 
it is more advantageous to have an expression for f3 in terms of the known 
matrix J, Now it is easily ve:l:'ified from (3al7) that Lis a k X k idem.potent 
matrix of rank 11 hence by Theorems lo2 and 1.41 R is idempotent of rank r 1 and 
furthermore LR= Rt= o. Making use of (3o7)., B must then be of the form 
(3.20) R = (x 1n·1xr¾•s·1, 
where S is some r x r nonsingular matrix. Since R is idempotent, 
(3.21) BR = (X 1f1x)·¾ 1s·1y(x 1n·1x)·3,-1s·3,- a (X 1n·1xr¾-•s·3,- a R 
which can be true only if 
(3.22) Sa y(x 1n·1x,-1, 1 
hence 
where 
(3,24) 
Now substitution of ( 3. 23) in ( 3. 18) gives I after making use of (3. 7), 
A 
(3.25} 1:3 = b - G(!b ·• a) = (I • Gi)b + Ga m Lb + Ga 
which establishes (3,3), hence the theorem is proved, 
7. Cf. Box and Wilson [ 6., p. 7] and Box and Hunter [ 5, p. 198] • 
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4. Test of linear restrictions, 
The principal result of this section is contained in the following theorem, 
. . 
Theorem 4.1. Let y be distributed as N(X'31 o-2n)., where X is a lmown n x k 
matrix of rank k < n., n a known n X n positive definite symmetric matrix,~ an 
unknown k X l vector, and a2 an unknown positive scalar. Let 'f be a known 
r X k matrix of rank r, and a a lmown r X l vector. Then an unbiaseci critical. 
region for testing the hY,pothesis Y~ = a at significance level e, against 
the aJ.terna.tive hypothesis Yf3 -p a, is 
(4.1) F · = n • k • (b''f' - a')[Y x•rr1x)-lY' 1·1{'fb - a)> () 
r,n-k r 11•0.· Y - 11•ri (x•n-1x)·lx•n·l11 Fr,n-k e 
where b = (x•n·¾c)-1x•n·1y is the generalized least squares estimate of~ and 
Fr k(8) is the u:p:r,er 9 percentage point of the F distribution with rand 
,n-
n - k degrees of freedom. 
Proof, We define the residual n X 1 vectors 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
e = y - Xb 
,,. ,... 
s = y • Xt:3 = y - Xb + XG(!b • a) 
,... 
where b and ~ are defined by (3.4) and (3.25) respectively, and the n X 1 
vectors 
(4.4 
(4.5) 
~ ,... 
h = s - e = XG(!b - a) = X(b - 13) 
Z=Y•XGa 
with means respectively 
(4.6) Tl. = eh = XG(Y~ - a) 
( 4. 7) ~ = e z = X( t3 - Ga) 
N 
Note that if we take G = G, t:.ien z = Y*e 
Defining then x n ma.trices 
(4,8) D = x(x 10·1x)-1x1n·1 = I - E 
(4,9) H = X(X't21x)-l!1['f(X 1St1x)-lyt]·\(x10·1x)•1x:n•l 
it is seen that 
(4.10) Ez = Ey = y - Xb = e 
• 
-, (4.11) Hz = XG(tb - a) = h ; 
and, since EX = 0 and HX = XGY, 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
~ = EX(~ - Ga) = 0 
~ = BX(~ - Ga) = T) • 
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It is easily verified that D and H are idempotent of ranks k o.nd r 
respectively, hence Eis idempotent of rank n - k by Theorems 1.2 and 1.4. 
Furthermore DH= HD= H so that EH= BE= 01 consequently then x n matrix 
A A (4.14) E=E+H=I-D+H=I•D 
is idempotent of rank n - k + r by Theorems 1.1 and 1.41 and 
A A (4.15) Ez = ( E + H) z = e + h = e 
from (4.10), (4.11), and (4.4). 
Now z is distributed as N( ~, a2n)., hence from ( 4 .10)., using Theorem 1.8, 
e•n·
1
e is distributed as a2x2(n - k) since Eis idempotent of rank n - k and 
ee = o. Likewise, from (4.11) h 1~l¾i is distrbuted as a2x2(r,x.), since 
H is idempotent of rank r and 
(4,16) l = 12 11 1n-
1
'l ~o. 
2a 
Furthermore from (4.5) and (4.7) we have z - ~ = e, and since Hz = h and 
m: = 11 from (4.11) and (4.13), He = h - 11• Similarly Es = E(z -~ ) = Ez ::a e. 
Since BE = EH = o, the covariance between e and h ( which have singular 
normal distributions) is 
(4.17) £(h -T) )e' = Elise 'E' = H(eee')E' = Ha20E 1 = a2imo = o 
( ) -1 _]_ and similarly €e h - T) 1 = o; therefore e 'n e and h • n n are independ@tly 
distributed by centraJ. and noncentraJ. chi•squa.re laws respectively. Hence 
the variance ratio 
n - k h'O-~ n - k z•n·1irz (4.18) F = -- • ---- =--. ---i=i--
r,n-k r e•n·1e r z•n·~ 
has the noncentral F distribution i,Tith r and n - k degrees ot freedom and 
noncentrali ty l a.s given by ( 4 .16) • 
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To establish (4,1) we observe from (4,4) that 
(4.19) h'tf¾i = (b'Y' - a')o•x•n·1xo(!b - a) = (b'Y' - a 1)['f(x•n-1x)·1r·1·1 
(lb - a) and from ( 4,2) that 
(4.20) e 1n·1e = y'[n-1 - n·½rcx·n·1x)·1x·n·1y]= y•n·1y - y•n·1xcx·n·1x)·1x·n·1y. 
It remains to establish the unbiasedness of the test. 
The unbiasedness will be established following closely an argument of 
R,D.Narain [22]. From (4.18) the critical region Wis defined by 
( n-k ·h'O-~ I ( 4.21) W = { Fr k = - --,_- Fr k > Fr n k 8) ) 
,n- r e•n· e ,n- '· 
where F k (9) is a constant. The complement of this region, say W', 
r,n-
is given by 
(4.22) w• ( F I h'n·¾ ~ c) 
= r,n-k ,t'\-1 e ~, e 
where 
(4.23) C = n~k Fr,n-k(B) 
or equival.ently, 
(4.24) w• = { F k lx2(r,l)~cx2(n-k)) 
r,n-
where x2(r,l) = ! h 1n·¾. and x2(n-k) = ! e•n·1e. If t(l) = Pr( W' ) 
a a 
then V(l) is the probability of type II error (i.e., 1 - t(l) is the power), 
and we wish to show that t(l). :!i v(o) which is what is meant by unbiasedness 
of the test. 
For convenience let x. '; stand for the noncentral x 2 ld th r degrees of 
freedom. Since x'~ and x!-k are independent, v(l) can be found by first 
obtaining the conditional probability of W' given x2, and then integrating 
out ,c.2(i.e., "1 =e[£(LW' I x.2)] where t.w, is the indicator random variable 
defined by Lw, = l if x •2ew' and Lw = o if x 12 ~W'). Hence 
oo cx2 
(4,24) 'lt(A) = J [ J n-kf(x. ,;) dx, •2 J f(x.!.k) dx,2 
0 0 
where f (x.•2) and f(x2) are the respective densities of x• 2 and x2• 
Substituting the expression for f(x' 2) in (4.24) we obtain 
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.. ( 4.25) 
the interchange of integration and summation being trivially justified, since 
the series is one ofna:megative terms, and is convergent. To ebou that V{l) is 
decreasing as l increases, we find that 
(4.26) 2-Xf>..) < O for all"-> O 
( differentiation term by term is again a trivial matter to justify) • From 
(4.2i5) it follows that v(~} is decreasing and that 
( 4,27) 
which completes the proof of the theorem, 
An argument similar to Narain's has also been used by K,V,Ramacbandran 
[ 26]. In Theorem 5,1 below., the unbiasedness condition will al.so be stated, 
but the proof, being completely similar to the above, will not be repeated, 
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·~ 5. Test of one set of linear restrictions subject to another set being true. 
5.1 In this section the results of the previous section are generaJ.ized by 
the following theorem: 
Theorem 5.1 Let then x 1 vector y be distributed as N{X~1 a2n), where 
Xis a fixed and knmm n X k matrix of rank k, ~ a fixed and known positive 
definite srtric matrix, ~ QO Wlknown k X l vector of parameters, and o2 o.n 
unknown positive scalar. Let !O' "f1 be known r 0 x k and r1 x k matrices of 
ranks r 0 and r1 respectively, such that t' = [!' 1 ' 1\.) '] has rank r1 + r 0 = 
r ~ k; and let °a and 0;i_ b·e known l x r 0 and l x r1 vectors, and a' = [O':l.' a0 ']. 
Then an unbiased critical. region of size 8 for testing the hypothesis , 1~ = 
<1:1. against the alte~ative hypothesis , 1~ ~ <1:1_, subject to the hypothesis 
J 0fJ = Clo being true, is given by 
(5.1) 
where Fr
1
,n-k + r
0
(e) is the upper 8 percentage point of the F distribution 
with r1 and n - k + r 0 degrees of freedom., and where 
(5.2) 
and 
{5.3) C = fb • a=_::: : : l = [ :: l 
e = y - Xb 
where b = (x•n-1x)·¾•n·1y is the generalized least square estimate of~. 
Proof. The generalized least squares estimates of f3 subject to Yt3 = a 
and Yof3 = °a are given respectively by 
~ = b - G(!b - a) = b - (x•n-1x)-1 !1[I(x•n·lx-)·1r ']-1(Yb - a) 
(5114) 0 < .1-__ ,_ c .i __ ,_ -1< > t3 = b - o0 (Y 0b - a0) = b - x 'n JC) , 0 ' [i O x In -x) , 0 '] Y 0b - a0 
• from (3.24). We define the matrices 
(5.5) z = [
0 0
• 1 ]; w = s·
1 
- z 
o soo 
where S and s00 are defined by ( 5. 2) • We note for later use that 
(5.6) ZSZ = Z; WSW= W. 
We now define 
G = (x'n-1x)-11-•s·1 
(5.7) G0 = (x 10·1x)-ly,z 
o# = (X 1tl1X)-~·'W = G - GO 
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Then since l ' = ('f 1' YO'] and a' = [<l:t' ~ '], we may write f3o = b - GO('fb - a}, 
hence from ( 5 .4) we have 
A 
b - f3 = G(!b - a) = Rb .. Ga 
(5.8) b - f3o = G0(n, - a) = R0b - G
0
a 
Q A 
f3 - . ~ = G#(fb - a) = Rib - GIia 
The above equations define R = G! j R0 = G~ = G0· i, and FJI = o#y = G'f - G0 'o• 
We now define the residual vectors 
e = y ~.,Xb 
(5.9) s 0 = y - xrP 
and the vectors 
A 
h = e - e = X(b - f3) = XG(Jb - a) 
(5.10) ho = e0 - e = X(b - '3°) = xG0(Yb • a) 
Q O A h# = €-s =X(t3 - '3) =Xo#(!b- a) 
Then 'h# = h - h O and e O = e + h O. We shall proceed to show that the 
quadratic forms b# 1rt3n# and s01rf1 O ore independently distributed by non-
central and central chi-square laws respectively. 
As in the previous section we define 
.-
D = x(x•0-1x) ·1x1n·1 = I • E 
,(5,,ll) H = X(X 1n·1x)•ly,g-ly(X'0•1x)·1x1n·1 
Ho= x(x•n-1x)-1t0 1s~0(x•o·1x)·1x•o·1 
and 1-re ~.er define 
(,.12) n0 = D - H0 c I - E0 
A 
'i!Jl=B-Ho=E-Eo. 
·rrote that, usir,g the de~'?initions of R, Ro, R/1 in (5.8), 
H = X(x•n·1x)-ly•s·1f(x•sf1x)·1x•ft1 = XIm 
{5.1~) II0 = X(X'ft1x)-1r•zt(x•n-1x) •1.x:,n·1 = XRof 
H# = x(x•sr½:)·¾-•wr(x:n·1x)-1x•n-1 = XR#B 
where 
(5.14) B = (x1.0·1x) ·1x•n·1• 
From ( 5 oll) we note that 
(5.15) DH = H = BD; EH= 0:: BE 
DHc=Ho=HoD;~o=O=HoE. 
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Consequ~ntly, since D, H, and B0 are idempotent, simple computation shows 
that n0 is idempotent of rank k - ~ 0, from · Theorems. 1. 2 . (ltlQ.. 1 •• 4. 
Simila.i1ly1 simple computation, making~ of the definitions of S and 
Z in (5.2) and (5.5), shows that 
G'fG == G = G!G 
(5ol6} 'JYG-O = GO = GO'fG 
GYG/1 =- r.JI ta· r.-1/.'tJ.·o 
frcm which it follows i1amecliatE:l;:r that 
RR :-: P. ~ BR 
(5.17) RRo :-: Ro-= RoR 
RB.# = B/1 = B#R1 
_and si!Dil~ .. ~y ( '!l3icg "f:,:1.:·: le.ot. eq'i.tt".l~:tics in (5.13) and. the· p~o-perty BX = I) 
.: 
BH=H=BH 
(5.18) BH0 ~ li0 = HJT-
FIB.# = H# = Tf.#H. 
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Consequently H# is idempotent., of rank r - r 0 = r1, from Theorems 1.2 and 1.4. 
As in (4.5) and (4.7) we define 
(5.19) z = y • XGa 
ez = ' = Xf3 - XGa 
so that 
( 5. 20) z - ~ = y - x~ = e • 
Now from (5.19), (5.10), and (5.13) it is easily seen using (5.16) that 
(5.21) 
Hz = B. 
0 H0z = h 
'Hilz = (H - u0)z = h - ho = h# 
0 0 E0z = (E + H0)z = e + h = e • 
We also have 
Eh = H'(, = 11 
0 0 (5.22) eh = H0'(, = 11 
Eb.II = H/1'(. = 11# 
e:eO = E0'(. = 0 , 
' 
the first three equations defining 11, r,0, T}#j and the la.st equation following 
• 
from the fact that EX = o and H0'(. == xo
0(Yf3 - a) = xo0('fd3 - 0c,) = o., where 
use is made of (5ol6) and the maintained hypothesis 'fr/3 = a0o I I 
From (5.20), (5.21), (5.22) we have 
(5.23) HIie = B.#(z _'(, ) = h# - eh# = h# - T)#,. 
E0s = E0(z .'(, ) 
We may also note that 
0 
= e -
(5.24) H#Eo = (H - Ho) (E + Ho~ = o, 
making use of (5o.L5)and (5.18)~ and similarly EcJI-# = o. Thus H# and Eo, are 
orthogonal. idempotent matrices, of ranks r1 and n - k + r0 respectively., so 
. A 
" E0 + BIi. = E + H = E is idempotent of rank n .. k + r 0 + r1 c n - k + r by 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.4. 
' . . 
Now s = y - Xf3 is distributed as N( 01 a2n)., since y rv N(x~, a2n) • so, 
making use of (5.23) and (5.24)., and the fact that Eo' = n-¾:0n., we have for 
the covariance between h# and s O: 
(5.25) E{b# ~ r/l)s o, = e:rr.J/: ss 'Eo' = H#(Ess ')E0 • =. B#a20E0 • = a2s#E0n = o • 
Similarly., es0(h# 1 - ri#') = o. Thus h# and s 0, which have singular 
normal distributions, are uncorrelated and therefore independently distributed. 
It follows that h/1 'ri-¾# and s O • sr1s O are independently distributed; we shal.l 
now show that they are also distributed by x,2 laws. 
. . . 
Since z is a translate of y by (5el9), it is distributed as N(~1 a2n)., so 
8 0 -1 0 -1_ -L from Theorem 1 • ., s •n s = z 1E0
1n ~ 0z = z'n , 0z is distributed as 
a
2x,2(n - k + r 0), since the noncentrality para.meter is proportional to 
~·rt~0~ = o because E0'(, = o from (5.22). Likewise h# 1n·¾# = z •n·¾r#z is 
distributed as a2x2(r1, >,.) where 
(5.26) >-. = 12 "'n-¾r#~ = 12 Tl #•n-111# = 12~#·~# ~ o 
20 1 · • 2a 1 20 
and where~#= n·2~#,the existence of 0·2 following from the positive defi-
, 
niteness of no Now from (5.22) and (5.19), ri# = XG#(Yf3 - a). Under the 
alternative hypothesis Y1f3 - °J_ ~ O so 'f'3 - a I= O and consequently ri# I= O 
and >,. > o. Under the null hypothesis ri# = O so h# 1n·1tJIN a2x2(r1). 
# • .]_ II O •l 0 We conclude that h •n n11 ands •n s are independently distributed as 
a2 times variables with noncentral and central chi..-sE}uare distributions 
respectively. It follows that 
n - k + r 0 h#
1rf1ti# n - k + r 0 h'n·¾i - h
01 rr¾i0 
. --- =----. 
has the F-distribution with r1 and n - k + r 0 degrees of freedom. We must 
now show that this is equivalent to the expression in (5.1). From (5.10)., 
h10·~ = (b'I' - a•)a•x 0rt1xa(!b • a) 
(5.,28) h010·~0 = (b''f' - a•)o02x1n·1xo0('fb.: a) 
h/1 1ri¾i11 = (b'Y' - a')G#1x10·1xo#(lb : a). 
From (5.6) and (5.7), 
o•x•o·1xo = s·1ss·1 = s·1 
(5.29) o0 •x•n·1xo0 = zsz = z 
ol/:x•n·1xo# = wsw = w = s·1 - z 
so 
h 1n·1h = (b'Y' - a')s-1(Yb - a) 
(5.30) h010·1b0 = (b'Y' - a')Z(Jb - a)= (b'i'o - °t)')s~~(,0b - e1o> 
h/l'rt1h# = (b 'Y' - a')W(Yb - a), 
and (5.1) is established. 
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From a computational point of view, expression (5.1) may not be as con-
venient as desirable, since it requires inversion of the r x r matrix s, as 
well as the r0 x r0 matrix s00 • P.s the following theorem shows, in addition 
to s00 it is necessary only to invert a matrix of order r1 rather than 
r a rl + ro: 
Theorem 5.2 The F-ratio (5.10) may be written 
n - k + r 0 
F =----r1, n - k + r0 
where the symbols are defined in (5.2) and (5. 3). 
Proof. From (5.27) and (5. 30), the quadratic form in the numerator of 
(5.1) is given by 
(5,32) h#~rr1n# = (b't~ - aOW(!l) - a) = (b''f' - a•)[s·1 - Z](!b .. a) 
.. 
-.- Now by the rule for inverting block matrices (cf. Ai tken[l, p. 139]), 
(5. 33) 
Since Sis symmetric, 
( 4) ( -1 )-1 -1 -1 ( -1 )-1 5
•
3 800 • 8016i1810 801811 = 800801 811 • 81080080_1 • 
Now as ,re. wish to eval.uate W = s·1 - Z in (5. 32), we evaJ.uate 
(5.35) (soo • 8018ii810>·1 • 8~~ == <800 • 8018ii810>·1 rI • <800 • 8018ii810>8~~l 
( -1 )-1 -1 -1 
= 
800 - 801811810 801811810800 
-1 ( -1 )-1 -1 
= 
800801 811 - 810800801 810800 1 
the last equa1ity being obtained by postmultiplying both sides of (5.34) by 
-l s10s00 • Thus we have 
(5.36) -1 W=S -z 
Now using (5-. 3) we immediately have 
which establishes the theorem. 
The conclusion of Theorem 5o2 can also be arrived at directly by using 
the restriction Y0~ ::a0 to effect a transformation of variables, and then 
expressing the restriction ,1~ = <Yi in terms of the transformed variables and 
using Theorem 4. Since this approach has a certain intrinsic interest, 
,. 
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.- especially from the vie·wpoint of section 6 to follow, we present 1 t in the 
following theorem. 
· Theorem 5. 3. The F-ratios (5.1) and (5. 31) are equivalent to 
where 
= 
n - k* 
r* 
c* = "f*b* - aM-
c*S*-lc* 
• e*!t(1e* 
S* = !*(X*'O-lX*)-l'f*' 
B* = (X* 1n·1x«·)-lX* 1rt1 
(5.39) G* = (X* 1n·1x*)-1v*' S*-l 
R* = G*!l* 
D* = X*(X*'n·1x*)-1x*·n·1 = I - E* 
H* = X*R*B-• = X*(X*'0-1x*)-1Y*'S*-lY*(X*'n·1x*)-1X*'n·1 
e* = Y* • X*b* 
h* = X*G*( f*b* - UH-) 
z* = Y* - X*G*Ct* 
and where 
~ 
Y* = y • XGoCYo 
b* = B*Y* = (X*'n·1x*)-1X*'n·1Y* 
(5.40) '* = '1 <l>o 
N 
a* = ',_ ·!1 °oct 
k* = k - r0 
r* = r1 , 
• the matrices .t0 and 'ci0 being defined by 
fr 1-1 (5.41) T01 = I o = [w0 'ci0 ] L Yo 
where i'O is some (k - r 0) x k ma~rix such that TO is invertible. 
Proof'. From (5.41) we have, as in ( 3, 7), 
~] 
0 
where 10 ::::1 k - r O• From this we obtain the transformation 
r F f3 1 [(3* ·1· (5.43) T0 f3 = t O J = . = ~ 
i.' of3 _0b _1 
and the inverse transformation 
Now applying the second set of restrictions to~ we obtain 
(5.45) 11'3 = '1wof3* + 11°0% = °l 
which, upon applying the definitions for Y* and a*' in (5.40), may be written 
(5.46) Y*'3* = aM-,. 
Now 'f* is r1 x 1c, = k - r0 and of rank r1., for, since [y1 ' , 0 '] has rank r, 
we may take F0 ' = ['' , 1 1 ] in (5e41), as in (3.5)., where Fis 1 x k of 
rank 1 = n - r. From (5.42) we have 
(5.47) 
whence'*= [O I ] is of rank r1• r1 
Now from (5.44) we have y = Xf3 + s = » 0~ + XG0% + s , so from the 
definitions of Y* and X* in (5.40) this may be written 
(5.48) Y* = Xf3* + s • 
,· The problem is then reduced to obtaining an estimate for f3* in (5.48) subject 
to the restriction (5.46). (5.38) is then an immediate consequence of Theorem 
4 and the theorem is proved. 
We shaJ.l now show that the entities h*, e*, II*, E* are the same as the 
0 previously considered entities h/1, e , Bil, and Eo. 
Theorem 5.4. D* = ~o. 
Proof. From ( 5 .12) 1 n0 = D - Bo by d~fini tion. We shall show that D = 
D* + Ho. Now from (5. 42) we have !0 t0 = O, so using the expressio~s for D* 
and Ha in (5.39) and (5.ll) and the fact that X* = Xt0 from (5~40), it is 
found that D*lfo = 0 = IfoD*• Now it is easily-.~erified that D* and Ho are 
idempotent of ranks k - r0 and r0 respectively, so fxom Theorem 1.4, D* + Ho 
is idempotent of rtlllk k - r 0 + r 0 = ko Furthermore D is idempotent of rank k, 
and it may be verified that D[D* + Hol = D* + Ha = [D* + Bo]D. Thus D and 
D* + He, fulfill the conditions of Theorem 1.4, Corollary 2, so D = D* + Bo 
and therefore D* = D - Ho= D0 • 
From the defin:l.tions of E* and E0 in (5,39) and (5.11) an immediate 
consequence is 
Corollary_2•4~;~ E* = E0• 
-1 
Lennna 5.!.~.•- t*B* = [I - s10s00]~B. 
Proof'. From the definitions of B*, X* and !* in (5. 39) end (5. lfo) we 
have 
= !lBD* 
where B = (x•it1x) ·1x-•n·1 from (5.14). Nolf it is easily verified that BD = B 
and BHo = o0'f 0B = R0B where o0 and R0 are as defined in (5. 7) and (5.8), hence., 
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,,. using Theorem 5. 4 we obtain 
where s10 and s00 are given by (5.2). 
-1 
Lemma. 5•2• S* = 6n • 810800SOl • . . 
Proof. Since BnB' = (xrr(1x)•l and B*OB*' = X*'0-1x*)·1, we may apply 
Lemma. 5 .l and write S* from (5. 39) as 
(5.50) S* = i*B*OB*'!*' = [I - s10s0~]S[I 
from which the lemma is obtained after computation and cancellation. 
Theorem 5.5. H* = H#. 
P.roof. From the definitions of H*, B1 and 81 in (5.'39), and a;pplying 
Theorem 5.4 and Lemmas 5ol and 5.2, we have 
H* = OB*'!H-1S1-llX-B* 
= OB 1 Y'W'fB 
from {5.36). But this is these.me as the definition of H# as given by (5.13). 
~~- X' (X* 1n·1x•)-l!*' = X(X 1t(1x) ·l,, [I - s01s0~] 1 • 
Proof'. From the definitions of!* and X* in (5.40), 
X*(X*'n·1x•)-l!*' = X*(X*:n·1x*)-1ce0•x•n·1x(x•n-1x)-1'f11 
= D*X(x10·1x,-1,1, • 
Applying Theorem 5~4 and definition (5.2) this becomes 
which establishes the Lemma.. Together with Letmna 5o2 this result gives, from 
the definition of G* in (5. 39), 
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Lemma 5.4. c* = [I __ ..__ .... 
Proof. From the definition of c* and B* in (5. 39) and of Y* and al' in 
(5.40), and applying Lemma 5.1, we obtain 
c* = I*B*y* - al-
= CY1 - 81080~0]:B(y - xoo't,> - (~ - '1clo<t>> 
= [!l - 81080~'01 (b - 0o0o> - (<\ • '1 °oq,> • 
. . 
N N 
Since 1000 = Ir0 from (5.42) this becomes, after cancellation of Y1G0°c), 
Y*b* - ax- = (Y1 b - <\) - s10s0~('f0b - a0 ) = [I 
0 Theorem 5.6. e* = e. 
Proof. By definition (5. 39), end defining F O = F in ( 3.17), we have, 
using ( 3ol6) 
From (3.19) and {3.23) it 1s clear that t 0F0 = L0 = I - R0 where R0 = o0,Q ca 
Q N N 
G 'fas in (5.8). Thus, using the fact that R0G0 = G0 'f0G0 = G0 from (5.42), 
from (3o25), (5,4) and (5.9). 
Theorem 5.7. ~* = h#. 
Proof. From the definition of h* in (5. 39), and using (5. 51), Lemma 5. 4, 
and (5.36), we have 
= x(x•n·1x)·1,•w(fb - o:) 
= XG#(Yb - a) = h# 
- from (5.7) and (5.10). 
Theorem 1·~~- If o0 = o0 then X*G*Y*b* = xo#tb and X*G*aH' = xo#o:. 
Proof. From (5.51) and Lemma 5.1, and using (5.36), 
X*G*V*b* = X(X'n"!'1x)-1,, [ I-1 l [S11 -· slOs~tso:J-l[I 
•
800801 
= x(x•rf1x) •1,•wrn (y - xo0a) 
= x(x•n-1x)·11 1~'!By. 
Since, from (5.5), (5.6), and (5.7), 
W'fBXGO = W'f(X'111x) ·1i 'Z 
= (s·l - Z)SZ = O. 
l'V l'V 0 Further, since by hypothesis o0 = o0 so o0a0 = o0o:0 =Ga, we have a"r = 
-11 [I - slOSOO a so 
X*G*a* = x(x•n-1x)·1,•wy = xo~. 
We may note that substitution of the expressions for c* and S* given 
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by Lemmas 5.4 and 5.2 in the numerc.tor of the last expression in (5.38) gives 
directly the numerator of (5.31). Similarly from Corollary 5,4.1 and (5,12), 
and since EX= 0 
e* = E*Y* = (E + H0)(y - xo0o:0) = Ey + xo0(,0b - a0) 
-1 and since E'O X = o, 
e*n·1e* = y'E'n-1Ey + (b'Io' -a0)o0x•n·1xo0•(t0b - a0) = e•n·1e + c0•s~c0 
giving directly the denominator of (5,31) from the denominator of the last 
expression in (5.38). 
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It is of interest to note that.(5.31) may be written in a slightly 
different form. From section 2 we know that the unrestricted Markov estimate 
of VJ0~ is given by 
and the Marko?· estimate of 11~ subject to the restriction y0~ = a0 is given by 
Being Markov estimates they are of course unbiased, so ea0 = a0 and eai = CY:i_· 
So from (5.52 we have 
where c0 = ! 0b - a0 from (5.3) 1 and from Lemma 5,4 and (5.53) we have 
(5.55) c* = ('l1b -~) - s10s~~(Y0b - a0) 
. -1 ] -1 
::;[Yl - 810800'0 b + 810800°0 -oi 
= ~ - ~-
Thus c*o and c* are simply the deviations of the Marko-,r estimates a0 and a1 
from their means. Furthermore ee = o, so the statistics e, a0 and a1 corres-
pond to the situations of no restrictions, one set of restrictions, and both 
sets of restrictions, respectively. (5.31) may then be written 
(5.56) F n - k + r 0 rl,n - k + ro - __ r_l __ • 
If we allow for the existence of null or empty matrices, the results of sec-
tion 4 are special cases of Theorem 5.31. If Y0 is the empty matrix (denoted 
YO = ¢) with k columns and no rows, then it is triv1 ally of full rank {zero) 
and the matrices r0 and w0 in (5,42) are k x k of rank k. Using the conven-
tion that the product of an empty OX k matrix and a k Xi matrix is the empty 
ox i_matrix, and that the inverse of the empty OX O matrix (which is of full 
• rank and is aJ.so denoted by¢) is itself the empty Ox O matrix, then if 
10 = ¢ we have a0 = ¢, s00 = ¢, s~~ = ¢, 61 = Y1b - oi,. and (5.31) is 
equivaJ.ent to (4,l) except that t 1 takes the place of i. 
6. Linear Restrictions and Projections in Linear Spaces • 
. -
' 6.o. Preliminaries 
Because of the equivalence of idempotent linear transformations and 
projections in linear (vector) spaces, the results of the previous sections 
have a natural geometric interpretation, which will be developed in the 
present section. The mathematical concepts unierlying this section may be 
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found in Halmes (15, especially.pp.71.78] and Jacobson (18, esp. Vol. II, Ch. IV]. 
For convenience we summarize here some of the main definitions and results. 
Definition 6.1. A subspe,ce (or ~inee.r tmnifold) £ of a linear space J 
is a subset of J such that x, ye£ implies that KX + >..y Ef, where K and· A are 
scalars. 
Definition 6.2. A ccset (or linear variety) is a set of vectors 
z = x + y where x is fixed and y EE,(being a subspace. It is denoted€+ y, 
where the symbol y refers in this context to the set consisting of the single 
, vector y. 
Definition 6.3. If {land f.B are two subspaces of a linear space 3 such 
that every z E ' may be written uniquely as z = x + y, ·with x E Q.,and y E Q3 , 
then 3 is called the direct~ of a.and 03, and ·we write; =at cg • 
Equivalently, if a + tJ3 = {x + y I X Ea, y E <B } = ~ and an CB = { z I z E. a , 
z e 03) = o, where O denotes the set consisting of the zero vector or origin o, 
then j = at (8. We will occasionally denote 6_3 = Q.. 
Definition 6.4. If E is a subspace of ~, and A a linear transformation, 
then the set A£ = {y I y = Ax, x E £) is called the image of E under A. 
Cl.= A.:) is called the range of A. · The set {x I Ax = O} is called the null 
space of A. 
Definition 6.5. A subspace £ is said to be invariant under a linear 
transformation A if A[,s.£ (i.e., if xe £-+ Ax E e. ) , and E, is said to be reduced 
by A. 
. - Defintion 6.6 • If J = E (> {. and z = x + J. where x e· ~- and y E £ , 
then the linear transformation defined by Ez =xis called the projection of 
j on C along £, which we denote E: j -+ S I £ • 
Result 6.1. 
~-··· 
A linear transformation Eis a projection if and only if 
it is idempotent. 
Result 6.2. If E is a linear transformation, E: j -+ £ I £ if and 
only if I - E: 3 -+ E I C., where E. = E 3 , (. = (I - E) j , and E. 0 ·£. = j • 
I.e., the range and null space of a projection are complementary subspaces 
whose direct sum is the whole space. 
Then 
Result .~!.J.• Let A: , .... a, I a, B: 1 .. (8 I 03 • 
(i) If and only if AB = BA= 01 
A+B: j -+a-e (8 ICln d3 
(ii) If and only if .AB= BA= B, 
A- B:'-+ anOJla• (8 
(iii) If AB= BA, 
.AB: J-+ an~, a+~ 
In view of Result 6.2, we have in these three cases 
(i) (A+ B) ~ = fl~ {B; (I - A - B) ~ = if n (8 • 
(ii) ( A - B) j = a_ n (8; ( I - A = B) ' = a -~ (8 
(iii) AB./. = Q.n(8; (I - AB) S) = ,1 + (8 • 
Result 6•1• If~ = £ -G [, then t and [ are invariant under (reduced 
by) the linear transformation A (i.e., A€ c;_ f. and A£ .f [.) if' and only if 
EA = AE, where E: ~ -+ E. I €, and t_ = E j • 
Lemma .. §.~~. If .AB = B and BA = A, then a = ~ where a= A ' and (8.= B J. 
Proof. From Definition 6,4 it is clear that A 8 E A:) = {l and Bll:-' :& 9 r;fB 
Since .AB = B and BA = A we also have A ~ = AB:) = B j = (8 and B a = BA~ = A ' = Cl, 
hence a= B a = (8 and <B. = A~ ~ Cl, 1 so a = cf3 • 
' 
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6.1. Homomorphism~ Invariant Subspaces in the Parameter~ Sample Spaces. 
In sections 3-5 we have come across k x k idempotent matrices R, RO' R#, 
operating in the k-dimensional parameter space. We repeat here the definitions 
of these matrices, together with their complements, where Y' = [t• 1 'f 10 l: 
R = (X 1n·.l-Jc)·ly'( 'f(X 1n·1x)·1t•]-l = I - L 
(6.1) R0 = (x•n-1x)·1, 0 ,[t0(x•n-1x)-1t 0•)-1t 0 = I - L0 
R# = R - Ro = I - LIi = Lo - L. 
From ( 5, 17), RR.0 = R0 = R0R, whence LL0 = L = L0L , and Im# = R# = RIIR, etc. 
Similarly we have come across then X n idempotent matrices H, H0, H# • 
We define these, together with their complements, in terms of the above, as 
H=XRB=I-J 
(6.2) Ho= XR<} = I - Jo 
H# = H - H0 = I - J# = JO - J 
where B = (x•n-1x)·1x·n·1• From (5.18), HH0 = H0 = Hc]I-, whence JJ0 = J = J0J, 
and JJ# = J = J#J. It is natural to introduce the following: 
Definition 6.7. Two square matrices U and V of orders n and k respectively, 
where n ~ k, will be said to be quasi-similar if there exists an n X k matrix X 
of ranlt k such that OX = XY. 
Lemma 6. 2. Let ~n be a set of 11 X n matrices u, and .J1t a set of k X k 
matrices v, and X an n x k matrix of rank k. If for all Ve~ there exists a 
UE~n such that UX = '131 then the transformation UX = XN defines a homomorphism 
of )6 n onto ,.>6 k' and j k is the homomorphic image of_/, n. 
Proof'. Since X has rank k, there exists an n X n matrix C such that 
X'CX is invertible. Define Y = (X'CX)-1x•c; then for aJ.l such c, YUX = V, so 
for each U there corresponds a unique V. Thus the transformation UX = XY 
defines a mapping cp of An onto x(k. Now let u1, u2 eJn, and cp(U1) = v1, 
cp(u2) = v2• Then u1x = XY1 and u2x = xv2 , so (u1 + u2 )X = x(v1 + v2 ) and 
• 
lJiU2X = ulxv2 = r,lv2. Thus cp(Ul + U2) = cp(Ul) + cp(U2) and cp(UlU2) = cp(Ul) : 
cp(U2) • 
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We may note immediately that if M = XY = X(X'CX)-1x•c, then MX = XIk; 
thus In and matrices such as M have Ik as their homomorphic image, and conse-
quently M plays the role of a multiplicative identity element. This collection 
of matrices In, M, ••• is cal.led the {multiplicative) kernel of the homomorphism. 
Just as I and D = x(x•n·1x)·1x,n·1 form the multiplicative kernel of the 
n 
homomorphism between the projections in the sample and parameter spaces, On 
and E = I - D form the additive kernel, since their homomorphic image under cp 
is<\• From the definitions 
D = x(x•n·1x)·1x•n·1 = I - E 
Do= I - Ea= I - (E +Ho)= D - Ho 
(6.3) D# = I - E# =I• (E + H#) = D - H# 
D = I - E = I - (E + H) = D - H = Do - H# = I - (Eo + H#) 
we may display the homomorphism as follows, where on the left margin is shown, 
for convenience, the rank of then x n matrix on the left, and on the right 
side is sholm the rank of both the center n X n matrix and the k x k matrix 
on the right: 
n InX =DX= XIk k 
n - k EX= onx = xok 0 
A (6.4) n - r JX =DX= XL 1 = k - r 
A 
n - k+r EX=HX=XR r 
n- ro JX =De}= XL0 10 = k - ro 
n- k + r 0 E0X = HaX = XR0 ro 
n - rl J#X = D#X = XIJJ 11 = k - rl 
n - k + r1 E#x = H#x = XPJJ rl 
Denoting the ranges of matrices by the corresponding script letters, 
we have the following projections in the n-dimension,µ .sample space }I and k-
dimensiona1 parameter sp_o.ce 1(: 
. 
D: I(-+ JJ I£ 
E:J\f -+ £ I.® 
J:JY'"-+ d' 11t 
H: I(-+ :H. I ~ 
Jo:Jlf-+ tolffo 
Ho: A" ... ]{ o I do 
Ik: 1{_ -+ ]( 1 0 
°it= 'J<. -+ o 1:K 
L: J'{_ -+ £._I CJ(, 
R: J{ -+ 0(1£ 
LO: "J(_ 
.... £0 I 0? o 
RO: 1( 
-+oCol:Co 
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From (4.14), (5.5), (5.17), (5.18) we also have, making use of Result 6.3, 
" " " L: -X. ... L = ol0n£#1 0c = ~.e ~# D: K-+ of) =lJon, ie =flJft# 
"· " R: J< .. <R = /J?.0.edf.HI £ = ~n £ II E: K-+ l = E o.eJ/11 I~= ~onJ# 
n0:K-+ Bo =Enlo 1£0 =E..el{o Lo:J<. ... Lo =J<n~ol v1? o = 09 cf o 
(6.6) E0 : JY" ... € o = E.eJtolE o =Jin Jo Ro: 1( .... CR.o = 09 0rol l. o = ~n:fo 
DII: IV' ... iJ11 =ilrljHI c# = t -91{# LIi: X ... J. # = 1( n[HIC{> # = OGcR..# 
E#: /(-+ c H = E 4Jf!liJH =3JnJII R#:1{_-+d(_# = oe(R#I/# =1(n£!i 
J#: JV .. j'# = J.eltolJ{# =JtnJo L#:1( .... JJI =J'.e4'.(01 O(_# =O?n£0 
H#: /Y... J-/ # = j(n J ol J# = J-s .1-fo R/1: -:K. ... o?. Ii = O(n £0L[# = 1-e 6?0 
Now it is easily verified, making use of (5.15) and {5.18), that then X n 
ma.trices in (6,4) are commutative as well as idempotent. Consequently they form 
a commutative semi-group under multiplication; and from result 6.4 the range 
and null space of each matrix is invariant with respect to all ma.trices in the 
semi-group. Likewise the k x k matrices in (6.4) form a commutotive semi-group 
under multiplication, and their ranges are also invariant subspaces with respect 
to the elements of the semi-group. Suitably ordered, the set of invariant 
subspaces in both the sample and parameter space forms a complemented modular 
lattice, and these two lattices are homomorphic. 
Of particular interest in the restriction of the projections in the 
sample space to the subspace iJ. It will be noted that the n x n matrices in the 
ceriter of (6.4) are obtained by either premultiplying or postmultiplying the 
,, 
1 corresponding matrix shown on the left, by D. We introduce 
Definition 6.8. Two square matrices U and V of orders n and k respec-
tively, where n ~ k, will be said to be similar if there exist n X k matrices 
X and Y', with the property 'YX = Ik, such that U = DY. 
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Lemma 6.3. Let in and.,dk be sets of n x n and k x k matrices re-
spectively, where n ~ k, connected by the similarity transformation U = rlY 
'Where U E ,Jn and Ve .>6 k. Then this transformation is an isomorphism between ..J n 
and xf k' with kernels on = xc1l a11d M = XIkY. 
Proof, Since postmultiplication by X gives UX = XY, the similarity 
transformation is a homomorphism of J n onto ~ k by Lemma 6~2. Since U = XVY 
it is also one-to-one, hence an isomorphism. 
The isomorphism in question is sho'Wll by the relations in (6.4) between 
the matrices in the center and right column. Restricted to J) 1 the ~ ejections in 
the sample space are as follows: 
D: e2 .... J) I 0 0 • l, n· .... 0 I o2) 
" 
,... 
J:'2-+ £)11-l H: J) .... Ji I~ (6.7) 
Jo: IJ ... ~o 11-to HO: i) 1t o IJ?o .... 
JII: 9:J .... E II IR# Bil: J3 .... 1f: II 1~11 
This establishes the isom;orphism between invariant subspaces in the sub-
space tFJ of the sample space, and in the parameter space J<.. , as shown in the 
following table: 
Parameter Space 
X = l.e <R. 
£ = "-0nlll 
rR. = tR 0-e~II 
In considering the homomorphism and isomorphism discussed above, a special 
case is of particular interest. In practical applications one will usually have 
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.,0 = I, and in certain experiments and models one will also have X' = [ Ik 0), 
where O is k X (n - k). Then for the matrices u1 and u2 in the left and center 
columns of (6.4) one will have., respectively 
V 0 
I 
n -
where Vis the corresponding k X k matrix on the right. In this case there is 
a congruent embedding of the parameter space in 1:he sample space. 
6.2 •. ~ Projections .. ~.~_ Parameter. Space 
"' 1\# "' "' The matrices L = ceF and R = Gt of (3.8) were seen to be k x k idempotent 
,v ,.,, 
matrices of ranks l and r respectively, with L + R = Ik and l + r = k. Thus 
they are projections on their ranges 1 = t1< and ~ = BJ( where 'f<, = Jk is the 
k-dimensional parameter space and Z -9 a{. = ;/<_(i.e., L : 'R. ,.. l 1 ~ and 
N N I "' R : 'J<. -+ ~ ,,£ ) • Any vecto1· f3 E X, may be expressed uniquely in the form 
f3 = l + p where l E £ and pE ~; this is expressed by (3.11) where "- ·= 1'3* 
and p = Ga. To see that i'3*E f we note that 1 t is equal to its own projection 
,.., ,.,, l'V l'V ,.,, ( 
on~ along (.1l, that is, L~ = wF'4>~* = wf3* = "'-, since Fee = I1 from 3. 7). 
"' '-t "' "' l'V ,v Similarly GaE cx.. since Rp = GYGa = Ga = p, where !G = Ir from ( 3. 7) • The effect 
. "' 
of the restriction (3. 2) is to confine the admissible f3 to the coset .1<*' = J:. + p 
"' where p = Ga. 
In similar fashion :J<. = jk may be considered as the direct sum of the 
ranges J l and ~ r of F'P = I1 and YO = Ir respectively, i.e • ., .1( = j k = .\ -9 Jr' 
and (3.7) may be written Ik = I1 -G Ir• From (3.9), any vector ;E 'J{may be 
written 
= [ : : l 
where ~ E J1 and If3 E J r' and the restriction ( 3, 2) fixes If3 = a, The subspaces 
1.. and ~ are respectively isomorphic to the subspaces J 1 and jr, but they are 
• 
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tiot congruent in general, However, in the special case in which i and F consist 
of coordinate vectors only, - -we have G = 'f • and w= F', so that 
Il 0 l =[: 0 l N -L = R 0 0 Ir 
In Figure l an illustration is given for the case 
[: ~ l [ 4½ l ' = (-1 1) 0: = 1 X = y= -2 -2 -1 F = (1 0) n = I 
"' ,.,,, The subspaces £ and d?._ are straight lines through the origin of the Euclidean 
plane 'J<.. 1 8[ being taken (by choice of F) as the vertical a.xis. The coset 
..-lj N N ,v rol A.* = £ + p is the straight line parallel to J:. and passing through p = Ga = .. liJ; 
it has the analytic representation 1<.* = { f3 I 'f f3 = a) or, in this case, f32 - t31 =l, 
Figure 1 also shows the subspaces ~ = L.1c and d(= RJ( where L = i2F and 
R = GI from (3.19) and (3.22), Since LL = L, RR = R1 LR = RL = 01 and L + .R = Ik, 
we have L: "1<. _.. £.. Ide and R: :k _.. 0( I l. . Note further that Ft = Ik from 
{3. 7) and.~ = Ik from ( 3, 17), so from the definitions L = t F in ( 3, 8) and 
L = ~F in (3.19) we have 
(6.8) ,v - -LL = L ; LL = L 
for all L, hence for all X of required rank. Applying Lemma 6,1 to (6.8) we 
immediately have 
(6.9) J: = £ 
for all X, (6.9) has two interpretation: first, cf is invariant with respect 
to choice of F., so we could of course have chosen F = F; second, £. is invariant 
with respect to x, and so does not depend on X in any way except, of course, its 
rank, Another way of expressing (6,9) is to say that£ depends on the model 
and not on the experiment or observations. 
.. -
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On the other hand {R_ does depend on the observations x, since from the 
.to N ,v l'\I ""6 ,v ,v 
defini tipns B = G f·· and R. e:. G f ···we have ~ = GlG! ·. = GY = R and similarly 
RR= R, from which we can conclude only that Rl1_= ~=-RX. and ~ = d?., = R'J(, 
i.e., that the images of d?.. and d(,_ under R and R respective1y are equal to 
the ranges of R and R. Consequently (x_ /: ~ in general, so d?, which depends 
on X, will in general be different for different x. 
But although 0( /: R_ in general, nevertheless 1(* =-J!.*, where 
'f<* = I:.,+ Ga and X.* = £+Ga. This follows from equations (3.18) and (3.23) 
according to which 
(6.10) ~ = tb* + Ga = Lb + Ga 
,V N . ,v IV 
where t and G depend on F. qib~ E £. = £ since it is its own projection on cl_ 
along d?_, i.e., Ltb* = q?F~b* = ~b* since F~ = I1 from ( 3. 7) • Clearly Lb e £ 
also. So from (6.10), £ + Ga = ,.C + Go: for all permissible F. This means 
N N N 
that Ga and Go: are both elements of the co set 1{*, in fact Go: = 7Z,*n ~ and 
Ga =1<.*n d< • 
In summary, in order to obtain the restricted least squares estimate of~ 
we obtain the projection of the unrestricted least squares estimate b on£ 
along <R., which is Lb = (I - Gt)b, and add to it the element Go: e if. Alternative-
ly, ·we may introduce 
Definition 6.9. Let C = e + y be a coset in a linear space ) = e -e f , 
where y E t, and let E : ' -+ e I E • For any X e ' let p be the affine 
transformation defined by Px =Ex+ y. The Pis called the affine projection of 
' on e, = e + y along e, and Px is the affine projection of X on C along e . 
Note that P '1s an idempotent transformation, for y E £_ hence Ey = 0 from 
Result 6.2, and so PPx = E(Ex +· y) + y = EX+ y = Px. However P is not a linear 
transformation unless y = o, since P(u + v) = E(u + v} + y whereas Pu+ Pv = 
E(u + v) + 2Y• 
Consequently~ is the affine projection of b on~ = J:.+ Go: along Cf. 
In considering two sets of restrictions Iof3 = a0 and t1f, = °l' we may 
first obtain the estimate ~O which takes account of' the restrictions 'of3 = aO, 
and this is the affine projection PO of' b on /_~ + GO a along d?o, and is equal to 
r,0 = L0b + o
0a. The af'f'ine projection P which takes account of both sets of 
restrictions is defined by ~ = Pb = Lb + Ga. Since oC0 is an invariant subspace 
under L (owing to the f'act that LL0 = L0L = L) we may obtain the same result 
by applying P to r, O rather than b. Since BOO = G!GO = oO from ( 5. 16), it 
0 0 ( 0 ~ follows that LG = o, so Pf3 = L L0b + G a) + Ga = Lb + Ga = p. 
6.3. Perpendicular Projections~~ Sample Space 
We define 
(6.11) 
and 
{6.12) 
µ = Xf, 
µ =~ 
m = Xb 
u = XG!b 
v = XGa 
,.,. 
a=µ-v 
d = m - V 
Then f'rom {3.25)onc1 (4~4), 
µ=m-u+v=m-h 
,.,. 
8 = m - h - v = m - u. 
,.,. 
From (4.5), (4.8), (4.9), (4.11), (6.12), and the definition D = D - H f'rom (4.14), 
Dz = Dy - Dv = m - v = d 
(6.14) Hz = Hy - Hv = u - v = h 
,.,. ,.,. 
Dz = Dz - Hz = d - h = 8. 
Now from (4.14) and (5.12), 
,.,. ,.. 
(6.15) I = D + E = D + H + E = D + H0 + H# + E 
,, 
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~ so that, from (4,10} and (5,21), 
" ,.,. (6.16) z = d + e = 6 + h + e = 6 + h0 + h# + e 
( comi;are Bartlett [·4, pp. 328-9]). The matrices A of (6.15) all satisfy the 
properties of Theorem 1,8, i.e., each A is idempotent and AQ is symmetric; 
furthermore A'n-1A = n-1A. Thus we have the decomposition into quadratic forms 
(6.17) z'n~1z = d'n-1d + e'n-1e = 81n-1a + h'n-¾i + e•n-1e 
= 8 'n-18 + h O t n-¾i O + h #• rr¾ # + e 'n-1e 
of ranks 
(6.18) n = k + (n - k) = (k - r) + r + (n - k) = (k - r} + r 0 + (r - r 0) + (n-k) 
From Theorem l. 9 (Cochran's Theorem) these are ind~pendently distributed 
by chi-square laws. If n = I then the matrices in (6.15) are all symmetric, mnce 
the corresponding projections are perpendicular. (6.17) is then a division of 
z'z into sums of squares, and (6.17) is simply a statement of the Pythagorean 
theorem, since .J; t-z is the length of the vector z. 
In Figure 2 an illustration is given for the case 
X = [:] y =[:] f=l n=[: 0 ] {6.18) a=2 1 
From (6.18) it follows that 
(6.19} [1 ! l E=J=[t -t] D = R = 2 ½ 2 -2 2 
For all µ E ~, the distance between y andµ is .f;:.; where e = Y - µ. 
This distance is minimized when the projection D: y ..., £J I C is perpendicular, 
which is the case when µ = m and e = e, i.e., when the estimator for µ is the 
least squares estimator. Now Bartlett has shovm [4, p.331] that a vector y 
is distributed as N(µ,a2I} if and only if the probability density of y depends 
only on the length .Jy•y. Thus the locus of constant density is given by the 
circumference of a hypersphere around any µeJ}(in Figure 2, two circles of 
equal. radius are shown with centers m and d). If we take the family of hyper-
• 
-· 
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spheres with centers µ E 1J and circumferences all passing through y, that hyper-
sphere with minimum radius has mas its center; thus if rN(µ, a2I), mis the 
maximum likelihood estimate ofµ, If rN(µ, a2n), the hyperspheres in the 
above analysis will be replaced by ellipsoids. Corresponding to a given n there 
is a subspace C; the quot:i:ent set}(/ c , defined as the set of all cosets 8 + 8. 
where 8 E ~, is a sufficient partition of%. 
From (6.13) and (6.14) we have 
,.., 
(6.20) µ=m-u+v=Dy-Hy+v=Dy+v 
;,,. 
since D = D - H. Since D - H = (I - H) D = JD, this becomes 
(6.21) µ=JDy+v=Jm+v 
which corresponds to the result 
(6.22) ~ = IJ3y + p =Lb+ p 
from (3,25), where p = Ga and B is defined by (5.14). 
0 
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